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Abstract

Ž .A Holonic Manufacturing System HMS is a manufacturing system where key elements, such as machines, cells,
factories, parts, products, operators, teams, etc., are modeled as ‘holons’ having autonomous and cooperatiÕe properties.
The decentralized information structure, the distributed decision-making authority, the integration of physical and informa-
tional aspects, and the cooperative relationship among holons, make the HMS a new paradigm, with great potential for
meeting today’s agile manufacturing challenges. Critical issues to be investigated include how to define holons for a given
problem context, what should be the appropriate system architecture, and how to design effective cooperation mechanisms
for good system performance. In this paper, holonic scheduling is developed for a factory consisting of multiple cells.
Relevant holons are identified, and their relationships are delineated through a novel modeling of the interactions among
parts, machines, and cells. The cooperation mechanisms among holons are established based on the pricing concept of
market economy following ‘Lagrangian relaxation’ of mathematical optimization, and cooperation across cells is performed
without accessing individual cells’ local information nor intruding on their decision authority. The system also possesses
structural recursivity and extendibility. Numerical testing shows that the method can generate near-optimal schedules with
quantifiable quality in a timely fashion, and has comparable computational requirements and performance as compared to the
centralized method following single-level Lagrangian relaxation. The method thus provides a theoretical foundation for
guiding the cooperation among holons, leading to globally near-optimal performance. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

( )1.1. Holonic manufacturing systems HMS

The following trends have been widely docu-
w xmented 37,30,31 :

Ø Manufacturing is undergoing a ‘paradigm shift’
from mass production to semi-customized produc-
tion to meet increasingly diverse demand.
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Ø The ‘made-in-house’ mind-set is gradually chang-
ing to a more collaboratiÕe mentality, and vari-
ous entities are teaming up to speed up product
development and manufacturing, to reduce risk,
and to penetrate local markets.

Ø Effective and efficient cooperation becomes criti-
cal to reap the full benefits of collaboration.

Ø Centralized control of various entities with differ-
ent information, expertise, decision-making au-
thorities, and objectives is almost impossible. Ef-
fective and efficient cooperation will be a key
challenge for organizations who want to thrive in
the increasingly competitive market.
In the new paradigm, technologies alone are not

sufficient for superior system performance, but have
to be integrated with organizational structures that
can fully realize their benefits. The traditional struc-
ture with a fixed and vertically integrated hierarchy
should be changed to a more agile structure featuring
fewer levels and the distribution of authority
w x12,15,41 . For example, installing billions of dollars
worth of robots and computer-aided manufacturing
equipment at General Motors in early 1980s without
appropriate organizational changes proved to be

w xabortive for improving productivity 15 . In contrast,
within 3 years of being taken out of Westinghouse
hierarchy and integrated into ABB’s decentralized
structure in 1989, the U.S. Relays Unit doubled its
operating profits, and became a growing company

w xwith significant potential 4 . Studies on flexible
Ž .manufacturing systems FMS also indicate that hier-

archical structures impose limitations on reconfigura-
tion, reliability, and expansion because of the tight
coupling among decision modules in the hierarchy.
Furthermore, the complexity of hierarchical systems

w xgrows rapidly with size 19,13,1 .
To meet the challenges posed by the new

paradigm, some key requirements for manufacturing
systems are identified as follows.

Ø Localized information and decision-making au-
thority. Individual elements should have localized
information and decision-making authority, and pos-
sess the capability to create and execute their plans
andror strategies.

Ø CooperatiÕeness. Individual elements should
not operate with absolute autonomy. Rather, they
should cooperate with others, operate within system

constraints, and adjust their behaviors according to
coordination information.

Ø Integrability. The combining of physical and
informational aspects of elements is needed for ease
of integration of these elements into a system. One
should be able to set up a manufacturing system by
integrating necessary elements, and be able to easily
and quickly reconfigure the system by adding, adapt-
ing, adjusting, and deleting these elements.

Ø RecursiÕity. A manufacturing system may con-
sist of elements at various levels, and elements at
different levels should be structured along similar
lines for meaningful integration from level to level.
For example, cells and factories should be designed
to share similar architectural features such as infor-
mation structure and communication protocols to
ensure proper cooperation among them.

A HMS is a way to organize manufacturing activ-
ities to meet the above requirements and to over-
come the difficulties faced by conventional systems.
In an HMS, key elements, such as machines, cells,
factories, parts, products, operators, teams, etc., have
autonomous and cooperatiÕe properties. These ele-
ments are called ‘holons,’ coming from the Greek
holos, meaning whole, with the suffix ‘on’ which, as
in proton or neutron, suggests a particle or part. The

w xword was coined by Koestler 21 to describe the
hybrid nature of sub-wholes in living organisms and
social organizations. A holon in a hierarchy
Ž .holarchy is characterized by autonomy and cooper-

Ž .ation capability for integration , and consists of a
physical component and an informational compo-
nent. The physical component corresponds to the
holon’s physical entity such as a product or a ma-
chine. The informational component contains infor-
mation, has decision-making capabilities, and pos-
sesses mechanisms for managing the physical com-
ponent and for cooperating with other holons. Holons
may have informational components only. Holons
also possess structural recursiÕity, i.e., a small holon
can be part of a large holon. For example, a ‘mac-
hine holon’ is part of a ‘cell holon,’ and a cell holon
is part of a ‘factory holon’. The HMS concept has

w xbeen investigated by the HMS Consortium 34 , one
of the six test cases of the Intelligent Manufacturing

Ž . w xSystem IMS feasibility study program 20 , and is
now a full-scale IMS project. The objective of the
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Consortium is to explore the benefits of holonic
organizations, e.g., efficient use of available re-
sources, flexibility, and adaptability in the face of
changes, etc.

It is very easy to under-estimate the importance of
the holonic concept. Is it new jargon that is fashion-
able for one or two years and will soon die out? A
precious lesson can be learned by comparing conven-

Žtional programming languages e.g., Basic, FOR-
.TRAN, Pascal, and C to object-oriented program-

Ž .ming languages e.g., Cqq and Smalltalk . The
encapsulation of data and methods within individual

Ž .objects autonomy and the clear delineation of re-
Žsponsibilities and the relationships among them co-

.operation make object-oriented languages the over-
whelmingly preferred languages for new software

Ždevelopment in the past decade before the rise of
.platform independent languages such as JAVA . The

lack of proper cooperation within a shop or within an
enterprise because of the intrinsic complexity has
often been a nightmare for all who are involved.
Holonic systems are built on whole-part relation-
ships, and are managed in a distributed manner by
system elements or holons, as opposed to being
controlled by a centralized mechanism. In addition,
the holonic concept matches the object-oriented pro-
gramming concept, and requires the clear delineation
of information, responsibilities, and interfaces of in-
dividual holons. It further pushes the integration of
physical and informational aspects of system ele-
ments, enabling the easy creation, managing, and
reconfiguration of systems. Therefore HMS points a
promising direction for meeting today’s manufactur-
ing challenges, and it is conceivable that holonics
will become the dominating trend for manufacturing
and beyond, whatever name it is called. There are,
however, major issues to be resolved, including how
to define holons for a given problem context, what
should be the appropriate holonic architecture, how
to design effective cooperation mechanisms for good
system performance, and implementation issues such
as the plug-and-play capability for fast deployment.

1.2. Scope of this paper

This paper presents holonic scheduling for a fac-
tory consisting of multiple cells. The study was
motivated by the design and implementation of a

scheduling system for the production of Toshiba’s
gas insulated switchgears—circuit breakers used by
electric utility companies to control the flow of high
voltage electric current. The manufacturing is charac-
terized by low-volumerhigh-variety products and
multiple production stages. Although several simpli-
fications have been made, the essential features of
the manufacturing process are captured so that prac-
tical issues related to holonic scheduling are ad-
dressed and appropriate techniques developed. From
the holonic viewpoint, scheduling involves coopera-
tion among system elements or holons within the
factory. This paper concentrates on developing the
holonic models, delineating the coordination infor-
mation, and establishing the cooperation mechanisms
among holons for near-optimal system performance.

2. Literature review and paper overview

2.1. Related research

Manufacturing scheduling is very important be-
cause of its direct link to product delivery, inventory
levels, and machine utilization. Effective scheduling,
however, has been proved to be extremely difficult
because of the combinatorial nature of integer opti-

w xmization and the large size of practical problems 7 .
ŽIn practice, material planning systems e.g., MRP or

.MRP II are often used for high level production
w xplanning and scheduling 17 . Because these systems

generally ignore resource capacities, resulting plans
or schedules are usually infeasible. Many heuristic
methods have been developed to dispatch parts at the

Ž .local resource or machine level based on due dates,
criticality of operations, processing times, and ma-

Ž w x.chine utilization e.g., Blackstone et al. 6 . Several
Ž .artificial intelligence AI approaches are also built
Ž w x.on scheduling rules e.g., Kusiak 22 . Schedules

obtained by heuristics, however, are often of ques-
tionable quality, and there is no good way to system-
atically improve the schedules generated.

As mentioned, the holonic manufacturing concept
has been studied by the IMS-HMS consortium. Simi-
lar research has been performed under the banner of
‘agent-based manufacturing.’ A computer agent is a
software object representing an entity, and can
roughly be classified into three kinds: network agent,
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user agent, and Distributed Artificial Intelligence
Ž .DAI agent. Network agents enable network naviga-
tion. A user agent observes the computer user, and
acts on hisrher behalf. DAI agents are distributed
and sophisticated reasoning agents, and cooperate
with others for problem solving. Many agent-based
systems are heterarchical, and consist of groups of
identical or complimentary agents acting together to
solve problems based on their value systems and

w xcommunication abilities 2 . When applied to manu-
facturing, an agent is a software object representing
an element in a manufacturing system such as a
product or a machine. Similar to a holon, an agent
Ž .especially a DAI agent may have autonomous and
cooperative properties, and is the building block of
the system.

A popular approach is the ‘contract net protocol,’
where the protocol process involves bidding, negotia-

w xtion, and cooperation 36 . A method for dynamic
task assignment in a cellular manufacturing system

w xwas presented in Shaw 35 , where ‘request for bid’
messages are broadcast to cells, and cells evaluate
operation specifications, and prepare and submit bids.
The cell that optimizes a predefined criterion is
selected to perform the operation, without much
consideration of overall system performance. Negoti-

Ž .ation processes inter-agent bidding were developed
using various heuristic rules to iteratively improve

Ž w x.system performance e.g., Refs. 13,23 . These pro-
cesses, however, can be slow, and unresolved negoti-

w xation may lead to deadlocks 23 . A cooperative
w xapproach was presented in Duffie and Prabhu 14 ,

where agents modify their local schedules using a
look-ahead heuristic, and find a set of local sched-
ules that may collectively achieve the global goals.
Simulation studies with 2 machines and 12 parts for
a total 16 operations were performed on an experi-
mental system consisting of three microcomputers
connected by a local area network. A multi-agent

Žsystem AARIA Autonomous Agents for Rock Is-
.land Arsenal was developed for an Army manufac-

w xturing facility 32,3 . In the system, the foreground
scheduler dispatches newly arrived parts and reacts
to machine failures, and schedule optimization for
the entire facility is performed in the background by
using a cost-based method. Improved performance in
terms of system agility and equipment utilization has
been reported.

Recent research shows that agent-based systems
are moving from the pure heterarchical structure to
the so-called quasi-heterarchical structure or hol-

Ž w x.archy e.g., Refs. 10,28 . In such a structure, agents,
Ž w x.also called holons by many authors e.g., Ref. 28 ,

can form hierarchies and adjust their behaviors ac-
cording to the coordination information.

In the HMS literature, holonic architectures and
their properties, including the autonomy, coopera-
tiveness, and recursivity were discussed in Mathews
w x27 . The holonic manufacturing concept was com-
pared with bionic and fractal manufacturing in

w xTharumarajah et al. 39 , and the trend for an organi-
zation moving towards a set of autonomous and
cooperative modules was concluded. Holons for real
time scheduling were identified and implemented as

w xobjects using Smalltalk in Moriwaki et al. 29 and
w xSugimura et al. 38 . Beyond equipment and part

objects, a ‘coordinator object’ was introduced to deal
with conflicts among objects using heuristics. Simu-
lation studies show that the system can cope with
random disruptions such as machine breakdowns and
arrivals of high priority parts. A schedule execution
system for a pilot flexible assembly testbed was

w xpresented in Bongaerts et al. 8 and Valckenaers et
w xal. 40 , where three heuristic-based control modes

including hierarchical, heterarchical, and holonic,
were used to execute pre-generated schedules.
Benchmark results show that holonic control has
potential for improved system performance, and the
holonic architecture can dynamically adapt during
the life cycle of the system.

One of the key issues in an HMS is how to
coordinate the activities of holons to improve overall
system performance. Most of the research cited above
uses various heuristic-based approaches for negotia-
tion and cooperation, and system performance is
generally difficult to evaluate. The only exception is
the mapping of Lagrangian relaxation onto a holonic
architecture for scheduling a simulated robotic as-

w xsembly test bed 18,16 . Lagrangian relaxation is a
mathematical optimization technique, and has re-
cently been used to develop a decomposition and
coordination approach for the near-optimal schedul-
ing of several types of manufacturing systems, in-

w xcluding identical machines and job shops 26,42 .
The method has been mapped onto a holonic archi-

w x w xtecture in Gou et al. 16 and Hasegawa et al. 18 ,
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and testing of simplified cases shows that the method
can generate near-optimal schedules with quantifi-
able quality in a timely fashion, and can effectively
reconfigure a schedule in case of random disruptions.

2.2. OÕerÕiew of the paper

The Lagrangian relaxation-based approach is fur-
ther developed for holonic factory scheduling in this
paper, where the decomposition and coordination
nature of the approach is fully exploited to meet the
holonic requirements of limited information accessi-
bility and individual decision-making authority. In
Section 3, a novel holonic model of factory schedul-
ing is developed, where interactions among cells are
modeled at the factory level, and detailed processing
requirements reside within individual cells. In Sec-
tion 4, the information necessary for effective coor-
dination is delineated, and the cooperation mecha-
nisms among holons are established based on La-
grangian relaxation for near-optimal system perfor-
mance. Lacking a distributed computation platform
and a physical factory environment, the communica-
tion protocols, related asynchronous implementation
issues, and the integration of physical and informa-
tional components of holons will not be addressed.

The scheduling system is implemented by using
the object-oriented language Cqq, with holons’
informational components implemented as software
objects residing in a single computer. Testing has
been performed using data drawn from Toshiba’s
HamaKawasaki Factory, where more than one hun-
dred parts are processed by three cells with a total of
22 machine types and 87 machines. Numerical re-
sults presented in Section 5 show that the method
can generate high quality schedules in a timely fash-
ion, and has comparable computational requirements
as compared to the single-level Lagrangian relax-
ation method. Computational speedup can be ob-
tained by better initialization and distributed process-
ing. The method developed also possesses structural
recursivity, and combined with the integrability
property of holons, enables high system flexibility
and extendibility. Lagrangian relaxation thus pro-
vides a theoretical foundation for guiding the cooper-
ation among holons, leading to near-optimal system
performance.

3. Holonic modeling of factory scheduling

The factory under consideration has several cells,
and each cell contains multiple types of machines.
Products to be manufactured have multiple produc-
tion stages. For simplicity of presentation, each pro-
duction stage is assumed to be associated with a
particular cell, and individual products at a particular
cell are called ‘parts.’ The system architecture is
shown in Fig. 1, where a factory with two cells and a
product consisting of two parts are depicted. From
the holonic viewpoint, each cell is responsible for
scheduling machines and parts within the cell, and
coordination across cells should be performed based
on the interactions among cells without accessing
individual cells’ local information nor intruding on
their decision authority. The factory- and cell-level
coordinators are therefore introduced to generate co-
ordination information at the factory- and cell-levels,
respectively, as will be discussed later. The system is
structurally recursive, i.e., the factory contains cells,
products, and the factory coordinator; a cell contains
machine-types, parts, and a cell coordinator; and a
product contains parts. In addition, a part is a mem-
ber of a product and a member of a cell, and this

Ž .structure is called ‘reticulated’ i.e., networked hier-
w xarchy by Koestler 21 . By extending our previous

w xwork on job shop scheduling 26 , a novel holonic
model is developed in the following, where interac-
tions among cells are modeled at the factory level,
and detailed processing requirements reside within
individual cells. For ease of reference, a list of
symbols used in this paper is provided in Appendix
A.

Fig. 1. System architecture.
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3.1. Factory leÕel

< < < <Assume that the factory has S cells. There are I
products to be scheduled, and each product has to go
through a series of production stages according to a
specified routing. For simplicity, alternative routings
and assembly are not considered, although there is
no theoretical difficulty to extend the method to
handle these features. As mentioned, individual
products at a particular cell are called parts. Product

Ž .i, ig I, processed at cell s is denoted as part i,s ,
and the set of possible immediate subsequent parts is
denoted as I s, and is a singleton or an empty set. Ani

illustration is shown in Fig. 2. There is no deadlock
since parts can be put into buffers of infinite capacity
if machines are tied up. The scheduling horizon has

w xK equal time intervals indexed by k, kg 0, Ky1 .
For example, a time horizon of 2 weeks has Ks80,
assuming 40 working hours per week and each time

Ž .interval time resolution representing 1 h.
To integrate the physical and informational as-

pects of these elements and delineate their relation-
ships, five types of holons at the factory level are
identified, including Product, Part, Cell, Factory
Coordinator, and Factory holons.

A Product holon corresponds to a product to be
manufactured. An order for a particular product i
enters the factory as a Product holon, with its
informational component containing specifications

Žsuch as production routing which cells to go through,
but does not include detailed processing require-

.ments within individual cells , arrival time of raw
material a , due date d , desired raw material releasei i

Žtime b , priority earliness and tardiness weights bi i
.and v to be explained later , and mechanisms fori

coordinating the manufacturing process. Other infor-

Fig. 2. Process plans for products 1 and 2.

mation such as processing status is added during the
manufacturing process. The physical component of
the holon grows from nothing to an intermediate
product and then to the finished one. It disappears
from the factory when the product is shipped to the
customer. The informational component, however, is
kept in archive for later reference.

A Part holon corresponds to a particular stage of
a product, resides in the associated cell, and is a
building block of the Product holarchy. Its physical
component is an intermediate product. The informa-
tional component contains detailed process plan, pro-
cessing status, and mechanisms for coordinating the
manufacturing process within the associated cell.

A Cell holon corresponds to a cell, and contains
machine types, parts, and a cell coordinator. Its
functions include cooperating with Product and
Factory Coordinator holons to fulfill the required
production process, as will be elaborated later.

From the scheduling viewpoint, the interactions
among the above Product, Part and Cell holons are
specified by production routings, and can be de-
scribed by the ‘part precedence constraints’ across
cells as follows.

Part Precedence Constraints. A part cannot be
started until its preceding part is finished. Equiva-

Ž X.lent, the beginning time of part i,s must be greater
than or equal to the completion time of its preceding

Ž .part i,s as delineated by the process plan, plus a
required ‘timeout,’ i.e.,

c s qS ssX

q1Fb sX

, with i ,sX g I s , 1Ž . Ž .i i i i

where b sX

and c s represent the beginning time ofi i
Ž X. Ž .i,s and the completion time of i,s , respectively.
Parameter S ssX

is the required ‘timeout’ for product ii

between cells s and sX, representing processes not
Žexplicitly modeled in the problem formulation e.g.,

the transportation time for product i in-between the
.two cells . In the above, ‘1’ comes from the dis-

cretization process. For the first part of product i, the
Ž .left-hand-side of 1 is degenerated to a , the rawi

material arrival time of the product.
The Factory Coordinator holon is introduced to

coordinate the scheduling activities across cells, and
has informational component only. It gathers the
status of Cell and Product holons, and generates
coordination information to guide these holons’
scheduling activities for overall system performance.
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The Factory holon corresponds to the entire fac-
tory, and is a holarchy consisting of Cell, Product,
and the Factory Coordinator holons.

The objective of scheduling is to ensure on-time
product delivery while keeping low work-in-process
inventory. This is represented by minimizing ‘prod-
uct penalties,’ i.e., the sum of weighted quadratic
penalties for missing product delivery dates and
penalties for releasing raw materials too early,

JJ' v T 2 qb E2 . 2Ž .� 4Ý i i i i
i

In the above, T is the tardiness of product ii

defined as the amount the product completion time
Ž .c the completion time of product i at its last celli

� 4passes its due date d , i.e., T 'max 0,c yd . Asi i i i
w xexplained in Ref. 26 , this weighted quadratic tardi-

ness penalties account for the values of products, the
importance of meeting due dates, and the fact that a
product becomes more critical with each time unit

Žpassing its due date the last cannot be reflected by
.linear tardiness penalties . The product earliness Ei

is similarly defined as the amount the product begin-
Žning time b the beginning time of product i at itsi

.first cell leads the desired product release time b ,i
� 4i.e., E 'max 0,b yb . Parameters v and b arei i i i i

weights associated with those penalty terms. The
above penalties define a time window in which the
product can be scheduled without penalty. The objec-

Ž .tive function 2 is to be minimized by selecting part
� s s4beginning and completion times b ,c subject toi i

Ž .part precedence 1 and raw material arrival time
Žconstraints the processing of a product cannot be

.started before the arrival of raw materials . Part
beginning and completion times are not totally inde-
pendent decision variables, rather, they are deter-
mined by solving cell-level problems to be presented
next.

3.2. Cell leÕel

Similar to what was presented in Section 3.1 on
the factory and products, a cell contains multiple
machine types, and a part requires a series of opera-

< <tions for completion. For cell s, there are H ma-s

chine types, and each machine type may consist of
one or multiple identical machines. The number of
machines available for type h gH at each times s

period k is a given integer, denoted as M . Therek h s

< <are I , I : I, products to be scheduled in cell s,s s

each requiring a series of operations for completion.
Ž .The j-th operation of part i,s is denoted as opera-

Ž .tion i,s, j , 1F jFJ , where J is the total numberi s i s
Ž . Ž .of operations of part i,s . Operation i,s, j has to

be performed by a machine belonging to an eligible
type h gH ;H with the given processing times i s j s

t . Factory-level decision variables and cell-leveli jh s

decision variables are related through the following
relationship: the first operation beginning time of

Ž . s Ž . spart i,s , b , is the beginning time of part i,s , b .i,1 i

Similarly, the last operation completion time of part
Ž . s Ž . si,s , c , is the completion time of part i,s , c .i, J ii, s

Five types of holons at the cell level are identi-
fied, including Part, Machine-type, Machine, Cell
Coordinator, and Cell holons.

A Part holon corresponds to a particular produc-
tion stage of a product and resides in the associated
cell. Its informational component contains the de-
tailed process plan of the part, the desired part

s Žcompletion time d derived from the product duei
.date and processing times of subsequent parts , earli-

Žest beginning time a derived from the arrival timei ,s

of raw materials a and processing times of preced-i
s.ing parts , desired part beginning time b , etc. Thei

process plan is translated into the following con-
straints.

Operation Precedence Constraints. An opera-
tion cannot be started until its preceding operation is
finished:

c s qS s q1Fb s ,; ig I and 0- jFJ ,i j i , j , jq1 i , jq1 s i s

3Ž .

where b s and c s represent the beginning time ofi, jq1 i j
Ž . Ž .i,s, jq1 and the completion time of i,s, j , re-
spectively, and S s is the required timeout in-be-i, j, jq1

Ž .tween. For the last operation of part i,s , this
constraint reduces to the part precedence constraint

Ž .of 1 . An additional constraint can be added where
Ž .the left-hand-side of 3 is replaced by to a , thei ,s

earliest beginning time of the part.
Processing Time Requirements. Each operation

must be assigned the required amount of time for
processing on the specified machine type.

A Machine-type holon corresponds to a group of
machines within the cell having identical functional-
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ity and capability from the scheduling viewpoint. Its
informational component contains machines’ func-
tionality, capability, the availability of individual
machines, and the aggregate availability M . It alsok h s

contains mechanisms for cooperating with Part and
Cell Coordinator holons to schedule various opera-
tions assigned to the machine type. Its physical
component contains those machines.

Each machine is represented by a Machine holon,
which is nested in the Machine-type holon.

Individual part holons compete for machines to
process their operations, and the competition is sub-
ject to the following machine capacity constraints.

Machine Capacity Constraints. The total num-
ber of operations active on Machine-type h at times

k should be less than or equal to the number of type
h machines available at time k, i.e.,s

d , FM , 0FkFKy1 and ;h gH ,Ý i jk h k h s i s js s
igI , js

4Ž .

where the operation-level variable d is one ifi jk h s

Ž .operation i,s, j is active on machine type h at times

k, and zero otherwise.
Similar to the Factory Coordinator holon pre-

sented in the previous subsection, a Cell Coordinator
holon is created to gather the status of Machine-type
and Part holons in the cell, and to coordinate their
scheduling activities to achieve the cell’s objective.
The cell’s objective function will be derived later in

Ž .Section 4 based on the factory objective 2 and the
coordination information established by the Factory
Coordinator. It is sufficient to say at this point of
time that the objective function is additive in terms
of decision variables associated with various parts.
This objective is to be minimized subject to the

Ž .operation precedence 3 , processing time, and ma-
Ž .chine capacity 4 constraints. The decision variables

� s 4are operation beginning times b and the machinei j

type to be used for each operation.
A Cell holon corresponds to a cell, and itself is a

holarchy consisting of Machine-type, Part, and the
Cell Coordinator holons. It defines how these holons
cooperate with each other to generates local sched-
ules, and how the holarchy cooperates with Product
and the Factory Coordinator holons to coordinate
activities across cells.

At the factory level, part precedence constraints
couple decision variables associated with various
cells. At the cell level, machine capacity constraints
couple decision variables associated with different
parts. Since the objective functions and the coupling
constraints are all additive in terms of decision vari-
ables, the problem formulation is ‘separable.’ La-
grangian relaxation can therefore be effectively used
to decompose the problem into cell-level subprob-
lems and further down into part level subproblems,
and to delineate the coordination information and
establish the cooperation mechanisms among various
holons for overall system performance as will be
presented in Section 4.

Corresponding to the above two-level holonic
model, a centralized or single-level model can be
obtained by modeling the factory as a whole, con-
taining all the information delineated above at a
single level. This centralized model will be solved by

w xusing the method of Wang et al. 42 , and results
used as a benchmark to compare the performance of
the holonic results.

4. Solution methodology and cooperation mecha-
nisms

Lagrangian relaxation has been successfully used
for the near-optimal scheduling of several types of
manufacturing systems, including identical machines

w xand job shops as presented in Refs. 26,42 . The key
idea of the method, in a nutshell, is decomposition
and coordination, where decomposition is based on
the ‘separability’ of models, and coordination based
on the ‘pricing’ concept of the market economy. The
method begins with creatiÕe modeling that abstracts
the essence of a real setting into a formulation that is
separable; that is, its objective and the ‘coupling
constraints’ are additive. The ‘hard’ coupling con-
straints are then ‘softened’ or ‘relaxed’ by using
Lagrangian multipliers or ‘shadow prices’ in the
economics literature. Since the original problem is
separable, the ‘relaxed problem’ can be decomposed
into many smaller subproblems. If decomposition is
performed at the right level of granularity, these
subproblems will be much easier to solve as com-
pared to the original problem, and solutions can be
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efficiently obtained at the ‘low level’ for a given set
of multipliers or prices. Multipliers are then itera-
tively adjusted at the ‘high level’ based on the
degrees of constraint violation following the market
economy concept: increase prices for over-sub-

Žscribed constraints e.g., over utilization of re-
.sources and reduce prices otherwise. In the opti-

mization terminology, the concaÕe ‘dual function’ is
iteratively maximized here. The method thus consists

Ž .of the following three major steps: 1 Relax
system-wide coupling constraints by using a set of
Lagrange multipliers, and decompose the relaxed

Ž .problem into simpler subproblems. 2 Solve the
Ž .subproblems for the given set of multipliers. 3

Update the multipliers based on the degrees of con-
straint violation by using continuous variable opti-
mization methods such as the subgradient method,
the conjugate subgradient method, etc., and go back

Ž .to 1 until certain stopping criteria are satisfied. The
method is particularly powerful when the original
problem is NP-hard whereas the decomposed sub-
problems are not.

Corresponding to the holonic model presented in
Section 3, the above three steps are recursively used
at both the factory level and the cell level for delin-
eating the coordination information and establishing
the cooperation mechanisms. At the factory level,
part precedence constraints are relaxed and the prob-
lem is decomposed into individual cell subproblems.
Within a cell, machine capacity constraints are re-
laxed and the cell subproblem is further decomposed
into individual part subproblems. This two-level de-
composition and coordination method naturally maps
Lagrangian relaxation onto the recursive holonic
structure.

4.1. Factory step 1: relax the factory-wide con-
straints

As mentioned, the objective of scheduling is to
minimize the weighted product penalties as defined

Ž .in Eq. 2 . To avoid the oscillation of solutions with
slight change of multiplier values when linear part

Ž .precedence constraints 1 are relaxed resulting in
pseudo-linear subproblem objectives as explained in

w x Ž .Ref. 11 , the objective 2 is modified to

JJ' v T 2 qb E2 , 5Ž .� 4Ý i s i s i s i s
i , s

Ž .where the tardiness of part i,s , T , is defined asi s

the amount the part completion time c s passes itsi
s � sdesired completion time d , i.e., T 'max 0,c yi i s i

s4 Ž .d . The earliness of i,s , E , is similarly definedi i s

as the amount the part beginning time b s leads thei
s s s� 4desired beginning time b , i.e., E 'max 0,b yb .i i s i i

The desired completion time d s and desired begin-i
sning time b can be derived from the product duei

date d and desired beginning time b using heuris-i i

tics based on operation processing times. Parameters
v and b are weights associated with these penal-i s i s

ties, with product weights v and b appropriatelyi i

imbedded in. Generally part tardiness weights are
much smaller than product tardiness weights, and
part earliness weights are much smaller than product
earliness weights. These penalties therefore define a
time window in which a part can be scheduled

Ž .without penalty. The objective function 5 is to be
minimized by selecting part beginning and comple-

� s s4 Ž .tion times b ,c subject to part precedence 1 andi i

the raw material arrival constraints.
Ž .The part precedence constraints 1 are first re-
� 4 Žlaxed by using Lagrange multipliers h precedence

.prices , and the factory-level Lagrangian is formed
as:

LF ' v T 2 qb E2� 4Ý i s i s i s i s
i , s

q h ssX

c s qS ssX

q1yb sX

. 6� 4 Ž .Ž .Ý i i i i
i , s

With prices given, the ‘relaxed problem’ is to
� s s4choose decision variables b , c to minimize thei i

F Ž .Lagrangian L subject to part precedence 1 and the
raw material arrival time constraints. Part beginning
and completion times are not totally independent
decision variables, rather, they are determined by
solving cell subproblems formed by grouping terms

Ž .in Eq. 6 related to individual cells:

� 2 2min L , with L ' v T qb EÝs s i s i s i s i ss sb ,ci i igIs

qh ssX

c s qS ssX

q1Ž .i i i

ŝ s s4yh b , 7Ž .i i

Ž . Ž .where i,s is the part immediately preceding i,s ,ˆ
ŝŽ .i.e., i,s g I .i
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In the following subsections, the resolution of cell
subproblems will be presented first, and the resolu-
tion of the factory problem will then be wrapped up.
Information necessary for coordination will be delin-
eated and cooperation mechanisms among holons
established based on the solution process. The gener-
ation of feasible schedules will also be discussed.

4.2. Factory step 2: solÕe the cell subproblems

Ž .For cell s, the objective 7 is to be minimized
subject to constraints within the cell. Similar to the
factory level, the cell-wide machine capacity con-
straints are first relaxed, and the decomposed sub-
problems are then solved separately.

4.2.1. Cell step 1: relax cell-wide capacity con-
straints

Ž .The machine capacity constraints 4 within cell s
� 4are further relaxed by using Lagrange multipliers p

Ž .capacity prices , and the cell-level Lagrangian is
formed as:

LC ' v T 2 qb E2 qh ssX�Ýs i s i s i s i s i
igIs

s ssX ŝ s s= c qS q1 yh b 4Ž .i , J i i i1i s

q p d yM . 8Ž .Ý Ýk h i jk h k hs s s½ 5ž /
k ,h gH igI , js s s

In the above, the beginning and completion times
Ž . s sof part i,s , i.e., b and c , are now re-written asi i

the beginning time b s of the part’s first operationi1

and the completion time c s of the part’s lasti, Ji, s

operation, respectively.
Ž .Collecting all the terms related to part i,s lead

to the following part’s subproblem:

min L , with Li s i ssb ,hi j i s j

'v T 2 qb E2 qh ssX

i s i s i s i s i

= c s qS ssX

q1Ž .i , J ii s

c sJ i ji s

s s sˆyh b q p , 9Ž .Ý Ýi i1 k hi a j
sjs1 ksbi j

Ž .where the fact that d is one if operation i,s, j isi jk h s

Ž sactive on machine type h at time k i.e., b FkFs i j
s .c , and zero otherwise is used. This subproblem isi j

Ž .subject to operation precedence 3 and processing
time constraints, and decision variables are the oper-

� s 4ation beginning time b and the machine type to bei j
Ž .used for each operation of part i,s .

4.2.2. Cell step 2: solÕe part-leÕel subproblems
Ž .Solving a part subproblem 9 involves searching

among all eligible beginning times and eligible ma-
chine types for the smallest cost, striving for a
balance among tardiness and earliness penalties,
proper positioning within the precedence structure,
and machine utilization costs. This can be done by

Ž .using dynamic programming DP as presented in
w x w xChen et al. 9 and Wang et al. 42 . Since the

Ž .‘backward’ dynamic programming BDP can be
extended to deal with uncertainties as presented in

w xLuh et al. 24 , it is used in this study. With stages
corresponding to operations and states corresponding
to operation beginning times, the BDP starts with the
last stage, and computes the tardiness penalties and
machine utilization costs. As the algorithm moves
backwards, cumulative costs of individual states be-
longing to a particular stage are computed based on
the stage-wise costs and the minimum of the cumula-
tive costs for the succeeding stage, subject to allow-
able state transitions as dictated by operation prece-
dence constraints. This minimization can be very
efficiently implemented by pair-wise comparisons,

Žstarting from the last state largest possible operation
. w xbeginning time of the succeeding stage 42 . The

optimal subproblem cost is then obtained as the
minimum of the cumulative costs at the first stage,
and the optimal beginning times for individual opera-
tions can be obtained by tracing the stages forwards.

Ž Ji s < < .The computational complexity is O Ý H K asjs1 i s j
w x < <shown in Chen et al. 9 , where H is the cardinal-i s j

ity of H .i s j

The above solution process requires the coopera-
tion among Part and related Machine-type holons.
The Part holon selects machine types and coordi-
nates operation beginning times within the BDP
process, whereas Machine-type holons compute the

Ž c s
i j .smachine utilization costs Ý p for variousksb k hi j i s j

operations to be used by BDP.
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Fig. 3. Cell holon.

4.2.3. Cell step 3: update capacity prices
Let L) denote the minimized L , then the duali s i s

problem is to maximize the cell dual function DC
s

with respect to capacity prices:

max DC , with DC ' L )y p , M ,Ý Ýs s i s k h k hs s
pG0 igI k ,h gHs s s

10Ž .
Ž .where Ý p M is defined as the ‘machine typek k h k hs s

cost’ for Machine-type h gH .s s

Once part subproblems have been solved, the
degrees of capacity constraint violation, i.e., the
capacity subgradient, is evaluated by individual Ma-
chine-type holons. The component of the capacity
subgradient for machine type h at time k is givens

by:

gg ' d yM . 11Ž .Ý i jk h k hp s sk h s
i , j

Based on the subgradient information and the
value of cell dual cost DC, the coordination informa-s

tion, i.e., the price adjusting direction d and thep k h s
step size a can be obtained by using severalp k h s
methods. Since the dual function has many facets

and tends to be smooth when the problem size is
Ž .large, the conjugate subgradient method CSG is

Žused in this study same as the conjugate gradient
w x Ž .method in Bertsekas 5 pp. 122–132 , with gra-

.dients replaced by subgradients . In each CSG ite-
ration, the line search along direction d is needed,p k h sŽ C .and several function evaluations D in 10 ares

involved. This algorithm is embedded in the Cell
Coordinator holon for generating the coordination
information.

The capacity prices are updated by individual
Machine-type holons according to the coordination
information, i.e.,

nnnnq1
p s p q a d , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k h k h p ps s k h k hs s

where superscripts n and nq1 refer to the iteration
number.

The cooperation mechanisms are embedded in the
cell holarchy as shown in Fig. 3, and the primary
message passing among holons and its execution
sequence are summarized in Table 1. From the fac-
tory viewpoint, Cell holons modify their local objec-

Ž .tives 7 according to factory-level precedence prices,
and coordinate schedules within individual cells.

4.3. Factory step 3: update precedence prices

Let L) denote the minimized L , then the fac-s s

tory-level dual problem is to maximize the factory-
F Ž .level Lagrangian L in 6 with respect to prece-

dence prices:

max DF, with DF ' L) . 13Ž .Ý s
hG0 s

Based on cell-level solutions, the degrees of part
precedence constraint violation, i.e., the precedence

Table 1
Message passing among holons and its execution sequence

Execution sequence Functionality Source Message Destination
s� 41 Setup part subproblem Part b ,t Machine-typei j i jh ssJ cis i s s2 Compute utilization cost Machine-type Ý Ý p Partjs1 ksb k hi j i s j

3 Solve subproblem Part L ) Cell Coordinatori s

4 Monitor machine status Machine-type Ý p M , gp , Cell Coordinatork k h k h k h ss s

5 Construct coordination information Cell d ,a Machine-typep pkh khs s
Cell Coordinator Iteration start signal Part
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Fig. 4. Factory holon.

subgradient, is evaluated by individual Product
holons. The component of the precedence subgradi-

Ž .ent as related to two consecutive parts i,s and
Ž X.i,s is given by:

gg 'c s qS ssX

q1yb sX

. 14Ž .i i ih

The prices are updated by individual Product
Ž .holons similar to 12 , i.e.,

X X nn nnq1ss ssh s h q a d . 15Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .i i h h

Ž .Many times the minimized cell costs L in 13s

may not be available in view of the combinatorial
nature of the subproblems or limited by available
computational times. Since the maximum dual func-
tion cost DC is a lower bound to L) , DC or itss s s

) Ž .approximation can be used to replace L in 13 .s

Similar to Cell Coordinator holons presented in
Section 4.2, the Factory Coordinator holon gener-
ates factory-level coordination information, i.e., the
precedence price adjusting direction d and the cor-h

responding step size a , to guide the updating ofh

precedence prices. The information needed includes
Žcell subproblem costs cell-level dual costs can be

.used instead and part precedence subgradients. The
cooperation mechanisms are embedded in the factory

holarchy as shown in Fig. 4, and the primary mes-
sage passing among holons and the execution se-
quence are summarized in Table 2.

4.4. Generating feasible schedules

As can be seen from the above, the two level
cooperation mechanisms are an iterative optimization
process. After precedence prices are updated at the
factory level, local objectives of relevant cells are
modified. Cell-level solutions are then iteratively
updated for the modified objectives. In practice, this
optimization is performed at given ‘snapshots,’ ei-
ther periodically or after the occurrence of a major

Ževent e.g., the arrival of a major order or the
.breakdown of a key machine . As will be illustrated

in Example 2 of Section 5, the prices obtained from
one optimization process can be used to initialize the
next process to speed up convergence. For each
process, optimization is stopped after a fixed amount
of computation time has elapsed, after a fixed num-
ber of iterations has been executed, or after the
optimal solution has been detected. The operation
beginning times, machine types selected, and the
precedence and machine prices are embedded in
Part, Product, and Machine-type holons. Since part
precedence constraints across cells and machine ca-
pacity constraints within each cell have been relaxed,
solutions of subproblems, when put together, gener-
ally do not constitute a feasible schedule. The solu-
tions, however, provide valuable information for op-
eration dispatching as presented in Ramaswamy and

w xJoshi 33 . In doing this, Product holons send part
information to Cell holons, Part holons send opera-
tion information to Machine-type holons, and Ma-
chine-type holons dispatch operations based on the
machine prices and parts’ status. In this way, opti-

Table 2
Message passing among holons and its execution sequence

Execution sequence Functionality Source Message Destination

1 Modify cell objective Product h Cell
s s� 42 Coordinate cell subproblem Cell b ,c Producti i

3 Solve subproblems Product gg Factory Coordinator
h
)4 Report cell subproblem cost Cell D Factory Coordinators

5 Construct coordination information Factory d , a Producth h

Coordinator Iteration start signal Cell
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mization is performed in the background to support
the foreground operation dispatching.

Currently, a heuristic similar to what was pre-
w xsented in Luh and Hoitomt 26 is used at individual

cells to modify subproblem solutions for operation
dispatching. Each cell has a list U of ‘assignable’s

operations created at time 0 based on subproblem
solutions, and this list is updated at subsequent time
slots according to the realizations at individual cells.
Operations in each U are scheduled in the ascendings

order of their beginning times as the required ma-
chines become available. If capacity constraint is
violated at a particular time, a greedy heuristic is
used to determine which operations should be sched-
uled and which ones should be delayed. Assignable
lists are then updated based on the completion of
operations within the cell as well as from other cells.
This procedure is then repeated at the next time slot
until all operations are dispatched.

An important by-product of the method is that the
dual value is a lower bound to the optimal cost. The
quality of a schedule obtained can thus be quantita-
tively evaluated by its relative duality gap which is
the relative difference between the minimum feasible

Ž .schedule cost JJ of Eq. 5 and the maximum dual
F ) Ž .value obtained D of Eq. 13 , i.e., Duality Gap'

Ž F ) . Ž F ) .JJ)yD r D 100%.
Lagrangian relaxation can also be applied to the

w xcentralized formulation as presented in Refs. 26,42 .
Depending on what constraints are relaxed, various
subproblems can be formed with corresponding co-
ordination methods. In Appendix B, the computa-
tional complexity under a simplifying assumption is
analyzed to roughly compare the holonic method
with the single-level method.

5. Implementation and testing results

A scheduling system based on the above architec-
ture has been implemented to examine the perfor-
mance of the holonic method developed. Lacking a
distributed computation platform and a physical fac-
tory environment, issues related to communication
protocols, asynchronous implementation, and the in-
tegration of physical and informational components
of holons are not addressed. The implementation is

on a single Sun ULTRA-1 workstation using the
object-oriented language Cqq, with holons’ infor-
mational components implemented as software ob-
jects consisting of encapsulated information and
functions. These functions support the processing of
information, and the cooperation with other holons.

Three examples are presented here to demonstrate
the performance of the holonic method developed.
These examples draw data from Toshiba’s
HamaKawasaki Factory, which produces gas insu-
lated switchgears for electric utilities. There are three
cells of 22 machine types with a total of 87 ma-
chines. Machines may not always be available, and
products may have different earliest beginning times,
due dates, and weights. In view of the long time

Ž .horizon needed to schedule all products e.g., 590 h
and the small resolution required to handle certain

Ž .short operations e.g., 1 h , the ‘time step reduction
w xtechnique’ presented in Luh et al. 25 is used. In this

technique, multiple ‘resolution increments’ are ag-
gregated into an ‘enumeration step’ and represented

Žby a single machine price e.g., 10 one-hour resolu-
tion increments are aggregated into a 10-h enumera-

.tion step for the following examples . Multiple ‘short’
operations are thus allowed to ‘share’ a machine
within an enumeration step, and a part with several
‘short’ operations is allowed to flow through the
machines. This technique also decreases the number
of prices needed while maintaining a certain degree
of modeling accuracy. As presented in Appendix B,

Ž .each factory-level CSG iteration involves N f3.51

factory-level dual function evaluations, and each fac-
tory-level dual function evaluation has N cell-level3

CSG iterations. In the following examples, N s5 is3

used for individual cells, and prices are initialized at
zero unless specified otherwise.

Example 1: This example is to demonstrate that the
holonic method can obtain high quality schedules

Table 3
Description of example 1

Case No. of No. of Time
Ž .products operations horizon h

1 100 633 590
2 150 922 770
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Table 4
Numerical results for example 1

Ž .Case Method Feasible cost Feasible cost Duality gap Time min:s
Ž . Ž .JJ defined in Eq. 5 JJ defined in Eq. 2

1 Holonic 84 167 74 955 15.4% 6:20
Single-level r 74 820 12.9% 5:00

2 Holonic 92 033 82 798 17.0% 10:25
Single-level r 82 297 16.9% 8:56

without accessing local information nor intruding on
the decision authority of individual cells. Two test
cases summarized in Table 3 are used.

For comparison purpose, the ‘single-level method’
Ž .is also applied for these cases with Eq. 2 as the

objective function. Optimization iterations for the
Ž .holonic method are stopped after N s 25 factory-4

level CSG iterations, and optimization iterations for
Ž .the single-level method are stopped after N s 4502

CSG iterations. Based on the analysis of Appendix B
Ž Ž ..Eq. 16 , gf1, implying similar computational
requirements for these two methods.

Numerical results are summarized in Table 4. It
can be seen that with a similar computation effort,
the two methods generate results of similar quality.
In addition, when the number of products and conse-
quently the time horizon increase, computation re-
quirements needed to carry out a fixed number of
CSG iterations increase. Computation times for both
methods can be reduced by solving individual sub-
problems in parallel.

Example 2: This example is to show that the compu-
tation time can be reduced by initializing prices at
values obtained from the previous scheduling pro-

w xcess 26 . Based on the schedule obtained in Case 1

of Example 1, assume that 17 products have been
Ž .completed in the first three days 6 ten-hour shifts ,

and 22 new products have arrived. The schedule is
reconfigured at the beginning of the fourth day by
initializing the prices at values obtained from Case 1
of Example 1, with 105 products for a total of 660
operations to be scheduled. For comparison purpose,
optimization is also performed when prices are ini-
tialized at zero.

Numerical results are summarized in Table 5. To
obtain a schedule with a comparable quality, the
CPU time can be decreased to one-third by using the
prices obtained from the previous scheduling process
Ž .as opposed to initializing the prices at zero . From a
different perspective, a better schedule can be ob-
tained within a fixed amount of computation time.

Example 3: Most manufacturing systems are hetero-
geneous. This example is to examine the behavior of
the holonic method in a heterogeneous environment,
which is simulated by assuming that Cell 3 has a
‘slow’ local scheduler, i.e., it can only perform a

Ž .limited number of CSG iterations N in-between3

two factory-level price updates. The same data set as
in Case 1 of Example 1 is used, and optimization

Table 5
Numerical results for example 2

Ž .Price initialization Feasible cost Feasible cost Duality gap CPU time min:s
Ž . Ž .JJ defined in Eq. 5 JJ defined in Eq. 2

at 0 84 942 75 615 18.9% 5:00
from previous process 84 942 75 615 18.7% 1:35
from previous process 84 389 75 177 14.6% 5:00
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Table 6
Numerical results for example 3

No. of CSG iter. Feasible cost Feasible cost Duality gap
Ž . Ž .at cell 3 JJ defined in Eq. 5 JJ defined in Eq. 2

1 85 018 75 678 20.6%
2 84 788 75 540 19.6%
5 84 167 74 955 15.4%

10 84 286 75 021 15.7%

iterations are stopped when the number of the fac-
Ž .tory-level CSG iterations N reaches 25.4

Numerical results are summarized in Table 6,
Ž .where results for the normal case N s5 and a3

Ž .‘fast’ scheduler case N s10 are also included. It3

can be seen that the ‘slowness’ of the local scheduler
Ž .N s1 or 2 may affect the quality of schedules,3

Ž .whereas a single fast local scheduler N s10 may3

not significantly improve the overall scheduling
quality. This example thus implies that as long as the
necessary coordination information as delineated in
Section 4 is provided, the holonic method has the
potential to be extended to coordinate activities across
heterogeneous subsystems having different local
scheduling mechanisms.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, holonic scheduling is developed for
a factory consisting of multiple cells. Through a
novel modeling of the interactions among cells and a
decomposition-coordination solution method based
on Lagrangian relaxation, coordination across cells is
performed without accessing individual cells’ local
information nor intruding on their decision authority.
Numerical testing shows that the method can gener-
ate high quality schedules in a timely fashion, and
has comparable computational requirements as com-
pared to the single-level Lagrangian relaxation
method. This study therefore demonstrated that the
Lagrangian relaxation technique can be naturally
mapped onto the holonic concept to meet the holonic
requirements of limited information accessibility and
individual decision-making autonomy, and provides
a theoretical foundation for guiding the cooperation

among holons, leading to globally near-optimal per-
formance.
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Appendix A. A list of symbols

< <x Cardinality of x
a Arrival time of raw materials for producti

i
s Ž .b Desired release time of part i,si

b Beginning time of product ii
s Ž .b Beginning time of part i,si
s Ž .b Beginning time of operation i,s, ji j

c Completion time of product ii
s Ž .c Completion time of part i,si
s Ž .c Completion time of operation i,s, ji j

DC Cell-level duals

DF Factory-level dual
DF ) Maximum factory-level dual value ob-

tained till current factory-level iteration
d Due date of product ii

d Direction for updating multiplier hh

d Direction for updating multiplier pp
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E Earliness of product ii
Ž .E Earliness of part i,si s

gg Subgradient for h
h

gg Subgradient for p
p

H Set of machine types in cell ss

H Eligible machine type set for processingi s j
Ž .operation i,s, j

h Machine type indexs

I Set of products to be scheduled
I Set of products to be processed in cell ss

I Set of possible immediate subsequenti s
Ž .parts of i,s

i Product index, ig I
JJ Feasible schedule cost
JJ ) Minimum feasible cost obtained up to

and include the current iteration
Ž . Ž .i,s, j j-th operation of part i,s , 1F jFJi s

Ž .J Total number of operations of part i,si s

j Operation index
K Time horizon
k Time index, 0FkFKy1
L Objective function for cell subproblem ss

L Objective function for Part subproblemi s
Ž .i,s

LF Factory-level Lagrangian
LC Cell-level Lagrangian for cell ss

M Number of machines of type h availablek h ss

at time k
N Number of function evaluations in one1

CSG iteration
N Number of CSG iterations for the single-2

level method
N Number of cell-level CSG iterations3

N Number of factory-level CSG iterations4

S Set of cells in the factory
S ssX

Timeout for product i between cells si

and sX

s Ž .S Timeout between operations i,s, j andi, j, jq1
Ž .i,s, jq1

s Cell index, sgS
T Tardiness of product ii

Ž .T Tardiness of part i,si s
Ž .t Processing time of operation i,s, j oni jh s

machine type hs

a Step size for updating multiplier hh

a Step size for updating multiplier pp

Ž .b Weight of earliness penalty for part i,si s

b Weight of earliness penalty for product ii

Ž .b Weight of earliness penalty for part i,si s

d Operation-level variable equal to one ifi jk h s

Ž .i,s, j is active on machine type h ats

time k, and zero otherwise
h ssX

Lagrangian multiplier relaxing the prece-i
Ž .dence constraint between parts i,s and

Ž X.i,s
p Lagrange multiplier relaxing the machinek h s

capacity constraint for machine type h ats

time k
v Weight of tardiness penalty for product ii

Ž .v Weight of tardiness penalty for part i,si s

Appendix B. Complexity analysis

In the following, computational complexity under
a simplifying assumption is analyzed to roughly
compare the holonic implementation with the

< <single-level method. Suppose that there are H ma-
< <chine types in the factory, and I products are to be

< <scheduled. Each product has J operations, and each
operation having only one eligible machine type. For
simplicity of discussion, one function evaluation here
refers to solving all the related subproblems for a

Ž .given set of Lagrange multipliers prices .

B.1. Complexity of the single-leÕel method

For the single-level method, the complexity for
one CSG iteration is first discussed, and the com-
plexity for the overall solution process is then pre-
sented.

Complexity of One CSG Iteration. The com-
plexity for solving a product subproblem using DP is
Ž < <.O K J . Since one function evaluation involves

< <solving I product subproblems, the complexity is
Ž < < < <.O K J I . The complexity for adjusting prices in

Ž . Ž < <.12 is O K H . Assuming the average number of
function evaluations required for each CSG iteration

Žis N N approximately 3.5 based on our testing1 1
.experience , the complexity for one CSG iteration is

Ž < < < < < < .thus O K J I N qK H N .1 1

Complexity of the Solution Process. For a
quadratic function, the number of CSG iterations
needed to arrive at the optimal is the dimension of
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decision variables. The function considered here gen-
erally has a large dimension and is not quadratic. For
example, for Case 2 of Example 1 in Section 5, the
dimension is the total number of machine capacity

< <prices K H , i.e., 1694. It is unrealistic in practice to
wait for so many iterations to generate a schedule. A
fixed number of CSG iterations N is therefore used,2

Ž < < < <and the complexity is thus given by O K J I N1
< < .N qK H N N .2 1 2

B.2. Complexity of the implementation in this study

To analyze the complexity of holonic implementa-
tion presented in this study, assume for simplicity

< <that there are S cells, each with the same number of
Ž < <. Ž < <.machine types H r S . Individual products have

Ž < <. Ž < <.to go through every cell once for J r S opera-
tions. In the following, the complexity of one fac-
tory-level CSG iteration is first discussed, and the
complexity for the overall solution process is then
presented.

Complexity of One Factory-Level CSG Itera-
tion. A CSG iteration, as mentioned earlier, has N1

function evaluations, and one cell-level function
< <evaluation involves solving I part subproblems.

The complexity of one cell-level CSG iteration is
Ž Ž < <. Ž < <. < < Ž < <. Ž < <. .thus O K J r S I N qK H r S N follow-1 1

ing the above derivation. Since the time between two
factory price updates is limited, a fixed number N3
Ž .N s5 from our testing experience of cell-level3

CSG iterations is assumed for each factory-level
function evaluation. Considering the complexity
Ž < < < <. Ž .O I S for adjusting precedence prices 15 , the

complexity of one factory-level CSG iteration is
Ž < < < < 2 < < < < < < .O K J I N N qK H N N q I S N .1 3 12 3 1

Complexity of the Solution Process. Similar to
the single-level case, the factory-level problem has a

< <Ž < < .large dimension I S y1 , and a fixed number of
factory-level CSG iterations N is assumed. The4

Ž < < < < 2complexity is thus given by O K J I N N N q1 3 4
< < < < 2 < < < < .K H I N N N q I S N N .1 3 4 1 4

< < < <For our testing, I J is generally much larger
< <than H , and the dominating terms in the complexity

analysis of both methods are the first ones. With
Ž .given parameters N , N , N , and N , the com-1 2 3 4

plexity of these two methods increases linearly with
< <time horizon K and the number of products I . To

roughly compare these two methods, the ratio of the

single-level complexity to the holonic complexity
implemented is given by:

< < < <K J I N N N1 2 2
g' s . 16Ž .2< < < < N N NK J I N N N 1 3 41 3 4

It can be seen that g is a constant depending on
the parameters selected but not explicitly on the
problem size.

B.3. Complexity of a distributed holonic implementa-
tion

Finally, the complexity of a distributed holonic
implementation ignoring the communication over-
head is examined. Assume that each cell has one
computer for its subproblem solving, and each ma-
chine type has one computer for its scheduling. Since
the complexity for each cell under our simplifying
condition is the same, the complexity of one

ŽŽ < < < < 2 .factory-level CSG iteration is O K J I N N r1 3
Ž < <. 2 < < .S qKN N q I N according to the previous1 3 1

analysis, and the complexity of the solution process
ŽŽ < < < < 2 . Ž < <. < < 2is O K J I N N N r S q K I N N N q1 3 4 1 3 4

< < .I N N .1 4

It can be seen that computational speedup can be
obtained, and the complexity is not related to the
number of machine types. The communication over-
head, however, will increase with the number of
computers, and will finally limit the computational
speedup.
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